
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The above monthly and weekly gold continuation charts with their respective 14-period stochastic 
oscillators provide long- and intermediate-term price and momentum perspective with regard to 
the downtrend that has been evolving since the 2011 all-time high.  The low-to-date at $1179.40 
basis front month Comex occurred on June 28th.  Prices are presently at $1283.  Monthly 
stochastic values continue to fall, so far showing no signs of a flattening that would imply pending 
downtrend exhaustion.  Just below 24, the slow-D% value (blue line) is closing in on levels seen 
in the 1999 – 2001 bottom (dashed magenta line on indicator).  The monthly stochastic is not a 
good timing tool as regards price trend turns but it is a reliable reflector of the long-term trend 
backdrop.  The weekly stochastic has been waffling at what we consider "oversold" levels since 
April 2013.  The past week saw another upturn in this indicator (arrowed), which holds out the 
prospect of a less defensive price environment.  While the weekly momentum conditions may 
suggest rally potential in gold prices the combined weekly-monthly picture does not make a 
strong case for a trend turn and sustained recovery.  Thus, more downtrend development below 
$1179 eventually is still a viable scenario. 
 
Immediately below is a chart that we originally published in May 2012 when gold was trading 
around $1600.  At that time we concluded that the gold market had made at least a significant 
intermediate-term top.  We considered three probable retracement scenarios relative to various 
price segments in the 1999 – 2011 uptrend.  A detailed discussion of the time frames and their 
respective price retracements can be found on our website or, for subscribers, at 
metalaugmentor.com.  The retracement values fell within a tight $32 range between $1315 and 
$1283, about 2.5% of an absolute price level at $1300.  For that reason we thought that potential 
downside pressure could carry to the $1300 area before the market would be able to show 
meaningful upside recovery. (Note that we subsequently thought the market had potential to 
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launch another upleg of substantial proportions from its prevailing high-level consolidation range 
above $1523 but that scenario, contingent on prices not trading below $1478, was negated in 
April 2013). 
 

 
 
The updated chart below shows the 3 original retracement levels and, because they were all 
violated, we have included additional Fibonacci retracements. 
 

 
 



The ongoing decline from the 2011 high may represent a correction of the last large upleg – i.e. 
that in the left inset chart above beginning in 2009 or that in the middle inset chart above 
beginning in 2008.  Or it may represent a correction of the entire 1999 – 2011 advance, seen in 
the right inset chart above.  At this point in time we are uncertain which of those scenarios is 
operative but for purposes of this analysis we are making a subjective judgment that the 2011-to-
date downtrend is a corrective function of the leg up from either 2008 or 2009 rather than a 
correction of the entire advance from the 1999 low. 
 
We think that because of definitive price action during April 2013.  At that time the market 
aggressively broke down from an 18 month trading range that had formed above $1523.  A three-
day plunge trimmed 15% off prices as they broke from $1560 to $1321.  Comex volume on that 
break set an all-time record.  Eight sessions later prices had bounced 12% from the $1321 low.  
Clearly, market action featured a classic high volume selling climax and the extreme of the move 
at $1321 was just above the first, $1315, of the 3 clustered Fibonacci-related levels.  We view 
that behavior as implying that the market was responding technically to factors associated with 
the upleg from the combined 2008/2009 starting levels.  Therefore, in that context, we find it 
interesting that the next level of Fibonacci retracements, 61.8% of 2008 – 2011 and 78.6% of 
2009 – 2011 are respectively at $1155 and $1144 as you can see on the above 2 left inset charts. 
 
Do we see any other factors that would warrant potential renewed weakness carrying to the 
$1155 – 1144 area?  Yes.  Consider the right inset weekly continuation chart in the group below.  
We interpret the ongoing intermediate-term downtrend from Aug 2011 as having a probable A-B-
C wave structure (annotated with wave C underway).  In ABC's it is not uncommon for the length 
of the C-swing to be a Fibonacci-related 1.382 or 1.618 times that of the A-swing.  In this case A 
= (1920.7 – 1523.9) = 396.8.  If we project swing C as being 1.618(A) then C = 642.  Therefore, if 
we subtract 642 from the B-swing high at 1795.2 the resultant projected C-swing terminal point is 
$1153.20.  That projection falls nearly right on top of the 2008-2011 Fibonacci 61.8% retracement 
at $1155 and between it and the 2009-2011 Fibonacci 78.6% retracement at $1144.   
 

 
 



In summary, the monthly  momentum setup in gold is little different from what it has been since 
2011: negative with respect to long-term price uptrend conditions.  Weekly momenum, both 
"oversold" and potentially postive given the position of the weekly stochastic indicator, holds out 
the prospects for a less defensive price tone than has been seen in the first half of this year.  
Daily price action in April (charts not shown), regardless of new price lows being made in June, 
was suggestive of a classic selling climax and, therefore, we cannot rule out that a market turn is 
being made at this time (June being a “secondary” low on reduced volume).  However, our on-
balance view is that conditions are not yet ripe for a sustained advance in prices.  Rather, we 
think that odds favor residual selling pressure in the wake of the April collapse once more forcing 
new price lows below $1179 but, in that scenario, we think that new lows would be momentary 
and would occur in the $1155 – 1143 area. 
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Note:  Some price points in the inactive front month Comex futures may have been extrapolated from prices in the 
first active month and may reflect either the official exchange session or electronic data that occurs after official exchange 
hours. 
 
 
Charts constructed with Omega Research SuperCharts and Equis MetaStock. 
Data Source: Commodity Systems Inc. 
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